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Problem
v Overview of the cabled system

Cable: 150km (0-2000m)
Primary Jbox: 2 (75km/200m, 150km/2000m)
Secondary Jbox: 2-4
Science Instruments: many 
Power: CV, -10kV, 0-2A



Problem
Phase 1 (2013): 150km cable
Phase 2 (2015):
Step 1：PJB1、SJB1、SJB2
Step 2：PJB2、SJB3、SJB4
Step 3：SI1-SI4



Problem
v Backbone Cable

Electrical Test: 20kV/1min
Mechanical Test: Tensile/Bending Strength, and so on
High Pressure Test: 20MPa/10kV, sample section

Test Results: √



Problem
v Junction Box

Electrical Test: 
-10kV/ Long time runing

Environment Test: 
Vibration, High/Low Temp

High Pressure Test: 
20MPa/-10kV, 24h

Test Results: √



Problem
v Short Fault on Backbone Cable (2015)

Short Fault (56 km)

Lasted for only 28h



v Node Failure
Problem

Transient Voltage Suppressor (TVS) was damaged/shorted.
The  MVC could not startup due to output shorted. 



v Possible Reason 1

Reason description

A poor component (the failed TVS) was used.

Why just failed in the moment of cable short fault was 
coming up?



v Possible Reason 2

Description

Short fault on the backbone cable(or flashover discharge)

Surge voltage was induced

Surge power passed through MVC

High voltage occurred on the secondary side (375V Bus)

TVS shunt most of the surge power

TVS was over heated and damaged

PFE -10kV
375V Bus



v Possible Reason 2

Description
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Large surge or disturbance at input was not fully considered
when designing the MVC. (The cut off freq fin of input was
higher than the fL of the MVC’s control loop, which means a
certain freq disturbance would seriously affect the output)

Simulation result:
Waves around 500Hz have the most
serious effect on the MVC output.

Ideal DC Converter: fin < fL

The MVC: fL < fin

Wave between fL and fin will easily 
pass the MVC



v Possible Reason 2

Description

Aim: Tried to simulate a flashover discharge on the high voltage cable
Result: MVC output was obviously oscillating for a while, however, far from

damaging the TVS
Reason: The switch could not restrike fast enough and flashover discharge was

quite different each time.



vSolution 1: Modify the converter

Solution

Modify the MVC, lower the cut-off freq of input filter or higher
the cut-off freq of the ctrl loop. Make it less vulnerable to
flashover discharge

Need more time, more money;
Size will become bigger;
Uncertainty might appear.



vSolution 2: Replace the TVS with a more robust 
circuit board.

Solution

The new circuit board can absorb
over a hundred times of energy than
the original TVS.

A tradeoff solution comparing to
time and money cost, however, not
the best solution for other start
over system.



v2016 sea trial 

Solution

Power: CV, -10kV, 0-1A
Primary node: 1
Secondary node: 1
Science Instruments: 2 

A new backbone cable (150km)
was relayed, only one node was
connected at the deep end.



vShort fault may affect the node, should take that into 

consideration.

vEven COTS products should be fully tested before

using.

vHow to test large scale system before deploying? 

What criterions should be followed to ensure it work 

as expected in deep ocean?

Lesson Learned
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